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-~arter
o/~ASH;~NGTON (UPI)~

Proposal Caters to Poor

PQOr would be a .. standard deduction" administration comes up with its
people ~()uld n() l()nger have to to be subtracted from applicants' overall welfare refol"JJl .plan later
shell out cash to get fQOd stamps grosl!! incomes to find out if their this year it will call for eliminating
·under tha Caner administration . net incomes .fall below the official "the food stamp program and
reform · proposal · · announced poverty.line.
convertfng benefits into straight
Tuesday · by Agriculture Secretary
· cash payments,
Bob Bergland.
·
The 'standard deduction would
Sen. George McGovern, DThe program would make replace ·a cun·ent complicated S.D .• , cosponsor of a similar food
between 2., ··million and .3 mi"Uion system of itemized deductions thai stamp reform. ·ProPosal, said the
.more persons eligible but W()Uld cut · now' allows, some familits with·· admhiistration's action· is a
back benefits to about 7 ·million, incomes far above povert,Y to "welcome commitment to serve the
those with incomes at the' highest qualify for tile program.
nation's ,poor in tile most equitable
Bergland said that .when the and efficient manner."
end oHhe. p~verty seal~.
The plan, presented to ttte·House
Agriculture Committee, won
general praise ()n C~pital Hill, but it
also got a warning abou~ its
. possible disproportionate effect in
high cost-of-living areas and some
outright opposition on grounds it
would be the start of a · "giant
guaranteed annual wctge. •'

In ()rder not to change the net
cost-estimated ·at $SA billion in
fiscal· 1978-Bergland said Carter
wants the reform passed as a
package, one that would eliminate
the requiremcmt 'that the poor pay
cash for their stamps while at the
same time lowering the eligibility
. ceiling to the poverty line of $SSOO
for a f;;amily of four.
·

.

I

I

"Rep. Fred Richmond, P-N.Y.,
An estimated 13 per cent of
chairman-of a house subcpmro.ttee current participants in the northat will draft its own food. stamp thesast and JO per cent in the north·bill, praised tbe ''no-purchase'' west would be eliminated from the
aspect pf the plan. .
.
prograrn under the Carter proposal.
·
In the southeast, only 3,6 per cent
But he noted it would pare the would be eliminated.
food stamp rolls most severely in
Rep. Steve· Symms, R-ldaho,
~he northeast and northwest attacked the proposal altogether,
because ,recipients in those regions saying it would be 11 just the
tend to have higher itemized ~ opening bid ln turning the food
deductions to account for _higher stamp progr~m in to a giant
living costs.
·
guaranteed annual wage."
'·'

·'
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Hokona ·HOU$es Unique Resident

.
Johnson said that apparently many
Marvin ("Swede") Johnson, the students didn't realize lie had
newest resident in .Hokona dor- moved in, because he got several
mitory is a former ranch .hand,· 48- phone calls during ·his' first night
years old, and the new associate there asking if he uknew where
. Under the proposed ctment provost for Student and Alumni Dave was, 01: .could I open Jheir
doors."
·
procedure, an eligible person pays a Affairs at UNM.
Johnson said he decided to live in , Johnson said that in the ne:~tt few.
certain amount in cash for food.
stamps with a far greater redem- the dormit.orie and eat at La Posa~a months"he wiiJ work on expanding
(the dorm;s-cafeteria) because "it alumni
support of UNM
ption v;due.
Under the proposed reform, the makes me more accessible to the throughout the state. To do this,"[·
recipient would pay nothing and students, and that is die best way to will develop permanently based ·
groups of alumni in three or four
would get stamps equal in· worth to get t~ know them."
·the difference between the current · His dorm room, the former· major areas of the state. But these
caSh payment and the worth of the advisor'..s lounge, is slightly above areas have not been chosen yet," he '
·
stamps received for it.' _
standards. because .it is fully car- said.
One feature of the new program peted and has an attached lounge.
"I don't see how you can talk
I
<
about student alumni needs without
a network in wbich to comJllUnicate. By forming several bases
in the state, we will be .able to keep
in ciose contact with the people and .
.
. Pit rill•. M. Kuabn•t
I ,·
d , J h . . . . .Pilot~,"'
their needs."
'
. Merv .n. 8 we . e. 0 nson
.
.
.
.
·
.
· . Jo!t.!lson said that by expanding his life. "Coming to UNM was a tham a 19770ldsmobi~e Cutlass
.
·
.
alumni and student outre~ch b~g step. But l t~lized I was 48 . Supreme to say good-bye~
NEW DELHI, India (UP I)-Prime Minister IJtdira. Gan"hi ,jailed more programs~ UN.M ~ill JC:t~Rr~s~~.t- •. y~~~~.,ol4. Jll)d",l ,.couldrt~.t,Jmagil)e " :. One ,of-: the repOrters .for~·· the
than 28;00.0 p.oliticaUoes during her 2fmonths 'Ofeinergency rule; India's of-Albiiq~erque stu~dents and \Sitting at the same desk fdr 17 niore ~· Urii\tersityofArizoita Wildcat said,
new government said Tuesday. ,Pfficials said nearly .all political prisoners · theref~re become . a more years."
·"Stud~nts here like Swede s0 much
will be fre~d.
.
· .
·
·
.
representative ~:~niversity of the ·· ·Johnson entered the 'University they wear T-shirts with his picture
Home Minister Charan Singh's figure mote than doubled the only entire state.
· ofArizona in 1946 as a freshman in· on the back. Your school is getting
While working · on the alum~i animal husbandry "and I didn't a great administrator."
accounting the Gandhi government ever gave-a statement last year by the
former home minister, who said about 1.2,000 people were detained. ~
outreach programs, Jo~nson IS leave there UQtil now," he said.
Among the pqsitions he held at
Singh told parliament 28,836 prisioners were held without being charged familia.rizing himself with t~e . When he and his wife, Stella: left :the University of Arizona wefe vice ·
or tried from the time Mrs. Gandhi imposed the emergency on June administration in· order to begm the . University of Arizona last president, director of Alumni
2S. 197S imtiflast March 19, two days before she lifted it.
·, working in student affairs.
month, the school fldministration affairs and director of the Student
.. About 17,000 were still in jail.at the time of elections March 16-20, he
Johnson has lived in Arizona all and various student groups gave union.
said. Some of Mrs. Gandhi's political foes were jailed under a separate,act,
the defense of India rules, but Singh did not reveal that number.
_
The Ja,nata (People's) Party, which defeated Mrs. Gandhi's Congress
. '
.
Party and broke its 30-year domination of India, has vowed to repeal"the
laws that made emergency rule possible. ··
·.
About
half
the
ministers
in
Prime
Minister
Morarji
Desai's new cabinet,
·.
including Desai himself, were jailed for at least several month:!! dur.ing the
Union's food facilities, and more vending maching selections: but 6S
By Robert M. Jackson
emergency.
.
"We are clearly of the view that no one should be kept under detention
More than half of the studentS than half thought food prices were per cent were satisfied with vending
maching locations; SO per cent
for an indefinite period," Singh said.
.
surveyed by ASUNM's Office of too high.
thought
that additional machines
He..said the government also has ordered the release of most of the 645 Research and Consumer Affairs in
ORCA
spokesman
Gene
·should
not
be placed on campus;
members of Maoist splinter group known as the Naxalites, but a few will late March were not satisfied with Vanlandingham said that the
and
4S
per
cent said that they
remain in jail because of "their recent indulgence in violent activities.''
the food.quality in the' New Mexico· reason for the survey was to get
thought
present
vending machines
more personal student contact and
student reactions to the services were not well kept.
IJy Ruci1S. intress
The new $3 million art building, being constructed behind given them by the food service I'
'
the UNM Bookstore and next to the Fine Arts Center, will be management at UNM.
Vanlandingham said ·that the
completed in late October, UNM Architect VanDorn Hooker
results of the La Posada dorm
said.
·
''The new building witl be used by art majors needing survey ~ould be available today.
special studios. Non-majors will have·classes in the buildings
The survey showed that SS pet
presently being used by the art department," Hooker said.
cent
of those polled were not
A rally against racism from
These buildings presently being used for art classses are the
satisfied
with
the
quality
of
food
in
South
Africa to the. United States
Art Building (next to Hodgins Hall), Parson's Hall and the
the
Union,
and
52
per
cent
thought""
will
be
held today on the mall from
Crafts'Annex (both next to the Physics Building.)
were
too
high.
12
noon
to 2:30.
that
food
prices
The new art building will have three floors. The two upper
On
the
question
of
whether
an
floors. will be connected with outside walkways to the
. Humanities Building, bookstore, Woodward Hall and the outside firm should take over tha · Organizers for the rally say the
Fine Arts Center',
·
, management of the SUB food need for it grew out of conditions in.
. '
During Phase II of the Student Union Building renovations, service-68 per cent said that it South Africa and the U.S. Rallies
and marches have recently occurred
which will be completed in the next two years, the new art shoti\dnot. . "' •
throughout the country in com-::
building will also-be connected with upper-level outside walk·
memoration
of the Soweto
Sixty-five
per
cent
were
in
favor
·. ways to the SUB.
·
.
·
rebellion
in
South
Africa last year
of
the
present
location
of
food
• Tl\e new Art building will tiavelithography, graphic design,
where at least 1;000 Black students
service
areas,
but
when
thosesame
and jewelry~making facilities on the Jirst floor. Also on the
ground level will be studios for photography, sculpturing·and students' were asked whether there were massacred while protesting the
shOuld be more variety in the food apartheid government's racist
ceramics.
.
The seconCI and third floors will have drawing arid painting selection-74 per cent said that policie~, the organiZers say.
Variou~
community
and
studios, faculty offices and teaching gallery for art history there should be.
classes. The second level will also have a lobby area for
The· survey showed that 60 per University organizations are joining
displaying student work.
.
cent of those polled believed that in solidarity to address the struggle
There will be an outside work area next to the south:. side of sanitation in the dining facilities at of South-African Black people and
how they relate to the -struggles of
the building and outside kilns for drying cel'ainics.
.
the SUB were being properly kept.
oppressed people ir;a the U.S., the
Soine of the equipment fot the studios will be tr~sformed
FiftY one per cent of those polled .e_rganizers say.
...1
from the other buildinp, ·and the rest will. be purchased, he
were not satisfied with current
said.
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Rally Decries
Africa Racism

Openin·g Set

·. -For October

.
•.

•
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Vance Tells Capitol Hill

•

\NANTICI:I

SALT Setback. Slight.

WASHINGTON
(UPI)-Secretary of State Gyrus
Vance Tuesday· opened a two-day
effort to persuade Congress that
U.S.-Soviet arms talks have suffered ol)ly a temporary set; J
back-and he seemed· to be getting
some timely help from the Kremlil):
Vance was briefing the Senate
Foreign Rj!lations Committee late
Tuesday on the strategic arms
negotiations that ended last week
with· Soviet rejection of both major
U.S. proposals.
.
.,._._...._...._.
He returns to Capitol Hilf
Wednesd&y to testify on the same
issue before the Bouse International Relations Committee.
Vance and President Carter have
said repeatedly they do not consider
the Soviet rejection as a "break- .
down" of lll'ms control efforts.
And Jesus, answering them, began to say,
They predict the Soviets will.
take heed lest any man deceive you;
I negotiate constructively on a new
Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty ·
for many shall come in my name,
when talks resume this May in
Geneva.
saying, I am Christ; and shall deceive
In Moscow, Soviet leader Leonid
many. And when ye shall hear
Brezhnev said much the same thing
of wars and rumors of wars, be ye
I. in a comment which, while critical
of the U.S. position, was far milder
not troubled; for such things ·
I than
previous Soviet statements 'on
·
the issue.
must needs be, but the end shall
is our program aim to achieve
not be yet. For nation shall
1 the"Itsolution
of one of the most
important
tasks
of our times, the
rise against nation, and kingdom
task of limiting and ending the arms
against kingdom; and there
race, especially the nuclear arms
race,"·
Brezhnev said during a
shall be earthquakes in
dinner toast to . visiting Cuban
divers places, and there shall be
Premier Fidel Castro.

Pancho \Jillo tequila
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Mark 13:5-8 1
\
Some people who have 'given their lives to
I
\
· Jesus of Nazareth-meet for a chance to
I
I
give thanks upstairs in the Student
I
I
Union almost every day room 231 D
I Opening Soon
Watch For Date
between
and 2:00.
It.,......,......,..._... ______
· - 12:00
- -.................
_ _ ~--.......--JI

-#ntio~-

!I!a ~oMula ~

Nonetheless, inany critics
maintain the SALT issue must be
· considered in st!llemate unless
concrete progress is achieved in
succeeding negotiations, The .firstround SALT agreement of 1972
expires this October.

Pavement
Surf Riders
Get-Slopes

I
II
I

1 famines and troubles: these are
1 the beginnings of sorrows. And
I the gospel must first be proclaimed
~ among all nations.

Vance and Carter had already
cited Soviet agreement to resume
negotiations in Geneva as a .sign
their rejection of Carter's opening
pr()P9Sal was not final.

I
I

1
·I

''Objectively speaking,· there
appears to be a rather good liasis, in
particl!lar in Soviet-American
relations, for practical steps in that
direction," he said.
Brezhnev
did
say
U.S.
negotiators or late have been
"losing their constructive approach
and keeping so far to a one-sided
position," l;!ut the thrust of his
comment was conciliatory. "A
reasonable accommodation is
pos~ible," he said,
·

0nlr!e reau/

The new convenient way for Non-Resident Students and
Staff to take care of those between class ·and work meals.

NOW there is a way to buy, in advance, all those dinners
before your Wednesday night lab, and for many other
meals you need to have while on campus.
I

Use ENTREE card for $10 worth of any combination
of meals at La Posada.

By United
Press International
.
'

Plane Crash Kills Seven
NEW YORK-Seven .people were killed and one injured critically
Tuesday when ·a twin-engine plane bound from Kentucky to New
York City crashed in dense fog in a park in a residential section of the
Bronx.
Two teen-agers were taken alive from the wreckage, but one died at
Jacobi Hospital. A 14-year-old boy-the only survivor-was undergoing surgery and was sai.d to be in critical condition.

Defense Budget Reviewed
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The Senate Budget Committee voted 8 to
7 Tuesday to retain President Carter's request of $111.9 billion for
defense-then for the first time agreed to review the intelligence
budget.
The committee, completing the defense portion of the fiscal1978
budget, accepted an amendment by' Sen. Ernest Hollings, D-S.C., to
cut $500 million in military personnel costs but add $1 billion, mostly.
for weapons procurement.
·

By Hillary Atkin
Gov. Jerry Apodaca provided a
welcome break from study of
persuasion for students in a speech
communication <;:lass Tuesday
morning.
After a brief description of the
role of the media in his 1974

PONTIAC, Mich.-The worst ·botulism outbreak in U.S.
historyclaimed four more victims Tuesday, bringing to' 39 the number
who ate hot sauce made with tainted peppers at a Mexican restaurant
and became sick.

Handicapped Americans Protest
WASHINGTON-The infirm, the blind and the deaf demonstration in Washington and other cities Tuesday and were told by
HEW Secretary Joseph Califano he will move next month to protect
the rights of handicapped Americans.
But tiie protesters gathered at HEW headquarters responded with
boos and shouts of "Why not now?" Some slashed.slogans in sign
language.

...

A.S.U.N.M.
Popular Entertainment Committee
Presents

Jerry Apodaca

An Evening With

•

,.

j
!

"
1''I

For Information: 277-3711

'

... ' ..

asked if a public official would tend
to slack off near the end of his term
if he didn't plan to seek office
again. Apodaca replied that he is
very sensitive to public opinion and
criticism and therefore would not
slack off. He has 21 months left as
governor.
The governor said he had seven
per cent name identification at the
begiuning of the governor's race
which increased to 98 per cent near
the end. He claims to have 100 per
cent name identification in· New
Mexico. Apodaca mentioned a
recent poll that showed him to have
a 66 per cent favorability rate, a
percentage surpassed only by the
popularity of Gov. Jerry Brown of.
California.
Apodaca said he is "no more
committed to a contributor than to
a campaign worker." He also said,
"You can have a lot to say, but you
have to have the money to say it
with."
The governor said he has two
constituencies: the people of New
Mexico and the Il2 members of the
house and senate. "No one has to
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Specials
Mon. -Fri.
All Drinks

remind them that l can veto bills,"
he said. He thinks that "the
magnitude of the power of the
governor's office" helped to pass
his massive reorganization bill in
the recent legislative-session.
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This Week:

H.Hoppe:r

1

:'1-fl•vil'n

A Fine Drinking Establishment

Dietetics Major·Drop·ped
From UNM Curriculum

Saturday, April30, 8:00p.m.
POPEJOY HALL
$6.50 $.6.00

. at Housing Collections
La Posada 201 277-2606

'1:1
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A_podaca 'Won't Slack'

Botulism Claims Four More

Tickets available at: Popejoy Hall Box Office
and Sub Box Office; Dillards in Win rock
Genter; both L.P. Good buy; both General
Stores; Record World in Montgomery Plaza;
The People's Choice in Rio Rancho; Candy
Man in Santa Fe. ·

By Russ Alberti
Albuquerque's first Roller Cross park is scheduled to open some time
this June. The facility, which is being constructed by the Namrof Corporation is "<lesigned exclusively for the skateboarder," said Richard
Forman,. president of Namrof.
''The grand opening looks good for early June," Forman said. "We're
in the conceptual stage right now.''
The three-acre park site is located just north of Gibson, in thel900 block
·of Yale SE, and will include an area for beginners and intermediate and
advanced areas for more experiences riders.
Roller Cross is not a new concept. "There are a number of tracks in
Cali{ornia and Florida. Namrof's objective is to build similar parks
throughout the Southwest," said Forman.
Such projects reflect the phenomenal popularity rise inskateboarding.
''There has been a shift from team sports to more individual sports.
Skateboarding is a sport that allows self-expression," Forman said. He
added that until recently a lack of technical improvements had kept the
sport from advancing along true sporting lines. "But now that tremendous
breakthroughs in design hav,e been made, the skateboard has becomsa
prec;ision piece of equipment.
'
"Our biggest problem is to make sure we have a safely run place," said
Forman. "All skateboarding surfaces at Roller Cross will be of smooth
concrete," He went on to say that helmets and appropriate footwear will
be requird, and that the use of gloves and pads will be encouraged.
The park which is not limited by age requirements, will feature instructors for beginners. The area used for this purpose will contain training
facilities, a frej:style pad and a slalom run. To acquire access to higher level
areas, skateboarders will have to exhibit their skills before the instructors.
The intermediate and advanced areas will contain freestyle pads, slalom
·runs, and bowls. The advanced area will be supplemented with a grand prix
track which will consist of a grapevine run, a stunt area, and a· final giant
slalom. "We're even thinking of installing a tow rope,'' Forman said.
Competitive events wm take place regularly at the park. Forman expressed his opinion that ''the-sport has the substance to become an exciting
interscholastic sport." The events will be judged on a national grading
scale which takes into consideration the difficulty of the run and the skill
with which it is executed. Special shows are also planned. The park will
include a skate-boarder pro-shop, and equipment rentals.
About a thousand skateboarders have signed on as charter members.
Users of the park must have membership cards. They may be obtained for
$1. After the park opens, the price will go up to $5 for non-students, and
$2 for students. For information concerning membership, contact Richard
Forman at 293-3342.

By Tim Higgins
UNM will eliminate its major-degree program in dietetics after academic
year 1977·78 because federal funds for the program will no longer be
·
available.
Dr. Joseph Scalleti, coordinating director of the Allied Health Sciences
-Center, said that federal grants, including a Health and Allied Sciences
manpower training grant, had paid the $40,000 a year cost of the program
during its five-year existence.
.
Scaletti said that juniors and seniors majoring in nutrition and dietetics
would be able to complete tbeir majors, but that the program would end
·
after that.
Seniors in the program ritay get their degr.ees through the home
economics depeartment, while those currently classed as juniors may
graduate in the UNM School of Medicine. He said that a maximum of ten
students had been allowed to enter the program each ·year.
Dr. Scaletti said that there had always been more applicants than
openings for the program major, which prepares students for careers such
as diet therapy. "Most medical centers offer a number of such programs,"
he said.
. Scaletti said the termination of the grant for the program was part of an
overall cutback in federal funding for health programs.
Scaletti said that UNM had not been able to get adequate funds from
state and local sources to continue the program.
He said the program required a low student-to-instructor ratio and
included one-on-one work with patients and physicians, and was therefore
expensive.
Referring to the decision to drop the program, Scaletti said, "Decisions
have to be made based on the resources available to an institution."
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Are They Really
Friendly Skies?
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Over the past week, Americans and for that matter most of the
<> world have been exposed to the increasing problems of safety in
OJ)
• I'
~
a1r
1ne trave I.
A week ago, this last Sunday, 577 people died as the result of a
runway collision between two 747 jumbo jets in the Canary Islands.
Rough preliminary investigations now going on say the blame may
lie with the Dutch KLM pilot who was not following tower instructions.
Monday, more than 50 people were killed when. their DC9 jet
crash-landed in Georgia. In the last radio contact w1th the plane's
pilot, he reportedly said that both his engines had gone dead and
the windshields of his cockpit was broken. Reports say·he was
flying through storm conditions over the state.
Eight crew members of an Air Force B_52 were killed in Michigan
last Friday when their plane crashed,
While the Canary Islands and Georgia crash involved civilian
passengers and the Michigan crash involved military personnel, t~e
one thing that ali three share is that they cast doubts on the quahty
of air travel.
We realize that statistics show that air travel is safer than
automobile travel and that more people are killed in cars than
planes. However, the responsibilities of those who deal in air travel
are greater when more lives per load are at stake.
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appropriation from the student
government, we can find no way of
making up the d'ilficit that will result
if W'il continue to operate th'il
program," he wrote. "I have been
told that I cannot operate a
program by deficit spending state
funds. Thus, an appropriation from
you of $25,000 to continu'il to
provide these free legal services to
your constitu'ilnts, the student body
of UNM, is essential."
After being thus advised, the
senate nevertheless decided to
withdraw its support from the
program. The action clearly
represented a judgment that the
money can be better spent
elsewhere in years to come.
Let one point be clear: This is entirely th'il S'ilnate's prerogative. Like
any other repr'ilserttative body
faced with worthy r'ilqu'ilsts for
much more money than there is to
go around, the senate must make
hard decisions bas'ild on its members' collective judgment at' how
best to s'ilrve all their constituents.
This is perhaps the major respon-

sibility stud'ilnt senators are elected
to discharge.
But the senators are also elect'ild
to take the heat when they make
unpopylar decisions. After b'iling
reminded of the long-term understanding about cooperativ'il funding ~d with full knowledge of
what its action would mean, the
senat'il in its wisdom voted to withdraw from the clinical law program.
If blame for the consequences of
that decision must be assigned, at
least the finger should be pointed in
the right direction.
Giv'iln th'il long·term understanding about cooperative funding, the Law School's reaction
was foreordained and the senate
knew it. It was the senate's action
that axed the program. To label the
Law School's promised reaction
"retaliation" may be emotionally
satisfying, but it is also dead wrong
and quite ineffective. ·
__
(Editor's Note: Noland was
LOBO editor, 1967-68, and is a
second year Jaw student at
UNM.)

Gary Mullins.
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Hetero- and H'omo- Love:
Both Can Be Wonderful
Editor:
I was not surprised to read Rodger Parks' letter last week in the LOBO. I
was surprised that Mr. Parks can still call himself a Christian.
Throughout the religious upbringing I've had (both my father and grandfather were ministers), I've seen and h'ilard many people quote the Bible as
divine support of their opinions.
Some people have used the Bible to feel and act superior and
discriminate against people of other races, philosophies or religions. And
some people seem to think they know who will or will not enter th'il
kingdom of God.
•
In my opinion, human interpretation of the Bible by some people and the
fanatical adherenC'il to some isolated scriptures, has been responsible for
much unneeded suffering and persecution throughout history.
Mr. Parks' letter was an example of that persecution, as he combined
various passages in the Bible together, as proof that God condemns
homosexuality.
He admits that all of us are sinners, yet he se'ilms to think that the
assumed sins of homosexuals are somehow greater than his sins or the
sins of "normal" peopl'il. Are you, Mr. Parks, sure that God Se'ils it the way
yciu do?
Let me share a fact with you that I am sur'il of. In this world that we are
all bound together in, there is a lot of pain and fear and it's a world of
inequalities. In a world where there is much evil, iov'il (any kind of love) is
always good-and not ugly as Rodger Parks sees it.
I hope that one day Mr. Parks might com'il to und'ilrstand his own loving
nature; perhaps then he might realize that love can be a wonderful human
experience and not just a heterosexual or homosexual sin. Until th'iln I
suggest that Mr. Parks worry more about his own sins and less about the
sins of others-he may find it takes up a lot of his time.
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Editor;
The Kiva Club, the only Native American Student organization on campus has attempt'ild to advertise Nizhoni Days, our cultural event which we
will sponsor April14 to 16, 1977. However, our attempts have been foiled
by greedy, unfeeling poster collectors.
Alth<.>ugh these Nativ'il American posters are truly fine works of art they
do serve a purpose and should be left intact and out of the hands of per.verse poster molesters.
Many of our posters haV'il pisappear'ild from their prominent positiens in
the hallowed halls of the SUB and other points of interest on the UNM
campus, and have mysteriously shown up in private collections. To those
of you, who have not succumbed to your passions of poster kidnapping,
W'il thank you from tpe bottom of our "49" drum, And to those of you
who have succumbed, may the Lobo eat your heart out.
This has been a col!ectiv'il effort to sav'il an endangered species.
Lois Sonkiss
Bob Mondragon
Marley Shebala
The Kiva Club

UNM College.of Nursing
·Needs Mutual Support

ASUNM, Clinical Law: Funds Withdrawn

ce."
Hart's l'iltter also clearly advised
the senators of the consequences
- of ASUNM withdrawal from the
program. "If we do not receive an
Edltor-ln-Chlet
Susan Watton
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UNM's underg'raduates are
For many ye;ns now the skies around the world have become - about to lose a program that has
more crowded with private, military and commercial akcraft. The provided free legal s'ilrvices for
crowded airways will soon have to make more room for the com- thousands of indigent students
during the past seven years.
mercial supersonic jets.
As previously reported in the
We place our trust in agencies like the Federal Aviation Ad- LOBO, the Associated Students,
ministration. But how many citizens know what decisions are made through the student senate, has
in the FAA?
voted not to continue und'ilrwriting
Every person who uses air travel regularly should be, in some part of the cost of the UN M Law
School's clinical law program next
manner, ·made aware of what guidelines or decisions are being year.
made every time he or she boards a plane.
The obvious result is the same as
Simple logic tells us that if a safety emphasis is placed on the when government funding for any
automobile industry and the regulations placed on the use of ongoing program is withdrawn.
automobiles then W'il should care about airplan'il safety and its , The service will no long'ilr be
rules. The same is true of comparisons with any form of mass tran- available-at least in its present
form.
sit.
Yet the lead story in Friday's
We believe the public should be made more aware of mass tran- LOBO incredibly characterized the
sit by the ski'ils. With the end of school many University students announcement of this inevitable
will be boarding planes for aU OV'ilrthe country. They should care.
result as "retaliation" by the Law
We firmly believe the FAA and the airline companies should School-merely becaus'il the
spend more time educating the public on what and who governs air student senate voted not to contravel. Luxurious and inexpensive flights are appreciated but not tribut'il $22,000 to the program next
year.
worth the advantages when the safety of the passengers could be
That assertion rests on the
in doubt.
remarkable assumption that the
senate's constituents, the feepaying members of ASUNM, have
by Garry Trudeau some
DOONESBURY
sort of natural right to free
legal services that is unrelated to
the money ASUNM has contributed to the program for seven
,
years.
CYRUS? IT's HI,Z81G6Yf
me, 70l¥l't.s
The
essential
point
overlooked
8!?2EZINSkJ.
WHAT'S
USTOFRJR£/GN
by the writer is that the services
UP?
PO/./C/5 Jli5T
have
never been free. They have
CAM& IN ANCJ..
.....
been provided fre'il to students only
because student governm'ilnt has
helped th'il Law School underWrite
the cost of the program.
From the program's inception in
1970-71, the 'ilxplicit understanding
has always been that the continuation of free legal services for
income-qualified
undergraduate
students was conditioned on
ASUNM's continued fuhding of at
least part of the cost.
Law School Dean Frederick M.
Hart stressed this point in a March
23 letter to all members of the
'f. A IJIHNS!B/£ HOto n;
senate.
"When we first started this
/lOMELI/NO
/.&T M/3
FOR. SOV!Iff
6EiTA
progr!lm," he wrot'il, "it was with
OISSI()/3N75." PENCIL ..
the understanding that the student
government, while not financially
able to provide 100 per cent of the
financing, would provide at least
some of the financing and-the law
school would rnake up the balan-
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Collectors Rip Off
Kiva Club Posters
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Opinion by Chuck Gaines
nursing. I hav'il witnessed the
I would like to take a look at the frustration experienced by the
article conc'ilrning ·.th'il Colleg'il of 'faculty. I have also witnessed their
Nursing which appear'ild in Thur- sincere concern for the welfare of
sday's LOBO and attempt to put th'il students.
things into a perspective which can
As I pointed out, th'il institution
be appmciated by the readers.
does not lend itself well to the
First I would like to make a few modular form taken by the selfcomments
about
criticism. pacing format. Indeed, any sort of
Criticism is a useful and necessary change is fraught with barriers. The
part of any process. Evaluation "bloody forehead syndrome" (from
leads to reassessm'ilnt and this hitting brick walls) is in 'ilpidemip
leads to correction of imperfections proportions in the Coll'ilge of Nurand reinforc'ilment of assets sing.
provided- by the system. Criticism
A common occurrence, it would
can also lead to total destruction if seem, is th'il cascade effect of
thos'il charact'ilristics beneficial to seemingly minor changes which
the program are not viewed in the result in a myriad of not so minor
same frame of reference as the consequences, all of which require
liabilities.
readjustment. Trial and error may
Self pacing as an educational be a poor way to institute a
alternative is not a new concept. program but with no prior exChildren l'ilarn by a self-pacing pinience to call upon, this has been
technique. Some people gain a the only alternative.
great deal more from th'ilir college
There have been many valid
experienc'il than others and this is complaints by the students. Unoften a reflection of self pacing. fortunately most of these comThe concept of relegating th'il plaints hav'il not -been expressed to
"pac'il" to the student for a nursing the people who can d'ilal with the
curriculum is, from what J 'v'il been problems. As in any large
told, a totally new approach,
prganization, there are channels
Traditionally "the university" has through which complaints and
been designed around the formal suggestions should ber directed in
lecture with sch'ilduled exams and order to have the proper impact.
cours'il requirements. Due to
tradition, neither the university, the
At this point in tim"' it would be
faculty, nor the students lend them- easy to drivr;J a wedge between the
selves well to tile notion of self students and the faculty for a rift
pacing. People are stubborn and already exists: The results,
not easily convinc'ild to accept a however, would only yield more
new way.
· frustration, and facilitate th'il collap,
pr~cedures
long S'il of what promises to be a unique
Also,
established, support the lec- and very p'ilrsonalized approach to
ture/exam method and frustrate at- higher education.
I would, therefore, encourage
tempts at self pacing. One begins
to wonder whether th'il self pacing the faculty and students to support
concept is worth th'il trouble and and endorse each other in what
can survive the shock wave of its' may prove to be a very trying
period of our development. To
own creation.
-1, for one, sinc'ilrefy hope that self those who are preparing the investigation, I would urge you to be
pacing will persevere.
Mass production has become the objective and carefully consider the
consequences of your recom~ hallmark of the United States and
with it has carne a cheapening of mendations.
I hav'il one last point to address.
production costs as well as a
cheapening of the proc\uct. This is More correctly, one last person,
true of the educational institutions nam'illy the nameless "person who
and their products, graduates. How said, "I wouldn't want anyone
do you put quality back into graduating from UNM to tak'il care
education?
. of me if I got sick." Irresponsibility
Qne Way is to, selec-t the elite, the among members of the "healtf
cream of the crop, and let the rest care delivery system" is an ingo begging, or you can challenge tolerable characteristic.
You are obviously an irresponthe' students and permit their own
natural curiosity and self motivation sible person for you have, in the
to carry them to their own unique minds of many readers, invalidated
educational experience. This is the any and all graduates of the UNM
College of Nursing, I certainly
essence of "self pacing." Graduates who have satisfied the wouldn't want you, with your low
requirements, but who have had s'illf image, to take care of me if I
the time to pursue their own in· got sick.
terests and become, each in their
Eyeglasses or Contact Lenses
own way, a unique expmssion ot
t h e e du c a t i o n a I p r o c e s s .
Fast service. qualitv and
Specialization as well as
style at' reasonahl~ cost
generalization will be ultimately serCasey Optical Co.
ved.
· (Next door to Casey lle:rall Drug)
I am currently a member of a
Lomas at Washington 255-6329
committee within the ·college of
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Copyright Law Regulates
Photocopying In Libraries
1-----------------------------

What is the law regulating th~
photocopyiug of copyrighted
· materials?
The new Copyright Act of 1976
which goes into effect on January
1, 1978 changes many of the rules
concerning educators and writers.
Authors are to be given copyright
privileges for their lifetime plus 50
years as opposed to the old
maximum of75 years.

copy entire books if c~rtain
requirements are met.
Separate guidelines for copying
by teachers and for musical
education were developed which
were not included in the bill but
were made a part of the report of
the Bouse Committee.

Interest groups representing
educators, publishers, and authors
developed the following guidelines
for classroom copying.
The new law codifies the courtSingle copies for the instructor's
made doctrine of." fair use" that use can be made of a chapter of a
allows a small amount of book, an article from a periodical
photocopying of copyrighted or newspaper. Also, single copies
materials. Courts are allowing can be made of a short story, essay
copying of materials that does not or poem, or of a chart, graph,
in reality cause any loss to the diagram, drawing, cartoon· or
copyright holder.
picture.
Photocopying by libraries is
regulated in some detail by the new
Act. For archival, replacement or
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By.Leoncl Ceniceros- t::i
words for articles and I000 words
for excerpts or 10 per cent of the '<:
r
entire piece.
0

-e:.

cr'
0

Other conditions include that usc "

;J>
be spontaneous so that there is no >o
time for permission to be granted. ::J.
The material should be used in only .c-.
one course, Only one short poem, 1.0
article, story or essay or two ex- _,
_,
cerpts should be used, There should
be no more than nine multiple
copyings. Copying should not be
directed by higher authority and no
charge should be made to the
student beyond the actual cost of
the photocopying.

-

Multiple copies not to exceed a
copy per pupil of poems up to 250
words or two pages can be made.
Copies of prose can be up to 2500

DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT--TONIGHT!
Quit worrying and do something about it.
Your slow reading problem can be solved.
Permanently. Tonight we'll show you how,
and teach you how to read up to twice as fast
in the process. Free. No obligation. No hassle.
{Twic'il as fast is easy. Our average graduate
reads over 5 times faster with better understanding.) You'll be surprised how fast you can
read after only one hour. And what you
learn tonight you can begin using immediately
to catch up on your reading. Quit being
a slow reader!

DON'T KEEP PUTTING IT OFF!
The load will only get worse, and the time
shorter. Do ·something about the way you
read tonight.
TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE?
Our half-a-million graduates know it works.
W'il want to prove it to you. And the best way.
is to give you a free sample. You'll i'ilave
reading up to twice as fast after the free
lesson, Forever. Just for coming. So do yourself
a favor. You've got nothing to lose and
everything to gain.

NEED TO READ FASTER?
COME TO A FREE SPEED READING
LESSON TONIGHT,

7:30pm
Student Union

Building

UNM.Campus

Room 253
~· Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics lnstitutt

/
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In-Concert·
Renaissance-- Photos o.nd
Review (left & below)

And
Scenes of Ohio Plo._yers, XIT,
o.nd El Chico.no (right).
Coming this month: Chick Coreo., Arlo Guthrie, modern Jo.zz
Quo.rtet, Leo Kottke, marlin mull, Return to Forever:
D.M.Fiynn

Albuquerque's Own XIT

Group Conjures lmo.ges

.4J

t~kT11

Jl tht t•QOII•rtd
)(of!!' Sy•t•m•t. Inc

tn:>d~mor~

By Daniel Gibson
"Maybe we can conjure up some
pictures" said Annie Haslam of
Renaissance in an introduction to
their song "Ocean Gypsy" Monday
night in Popejoy at the midway
point of their excellent concert.
This quote perhaps sums up the
music of this unusual musical
quintet, drawers of pictures. They
are not rock performers, but certain
songs rock. Elements of free-style
jazz is heard in their songs, but they
are not jazz musicians either. They
sang their peculiar, lengthy ballads,
and delighted an appreciative,
attentive audience with what may
be best described as classical rock.
Before a backdrop of a castle,
trees, and hills on a tapestry the
curtain rose with a roll of kettle
drums. Loud applause followed,
and immediately the group launched into "Carpet of the Sun."
One after the other the music
flowed-"Mother Russia," "Can
You Hear Me Call Your Name,"
"Turning Hard," "Ocean Gypsy,"
''Touching Once Is So Hard To
Keep," and the encore "Ashes Are
Burning."
From the opening note it seemed
the band-John Tout on the piano,
synthesizer, and organ, Haslam on

ol

'he

fresh
•
a1r
EartH

vocals, Jon Camp on_ bass, Michael
Dunford on acoustic guitar, and
Terry Sullivan on drums and
percussion seemed like they might
have to be tied down they were so
full of energy and joy in playing.
As the last notes of "Carpet of
the Sun" faded, the five octave
wonder-singer Haslam said she'd
like, "to say a very good evening."
Later someone called out to her
that she was beautiful and she
replied "So are you!", and giggled.
"Mother .Russia,' J their next
song
about
Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn, the exiled Soviet
writer, got an excellent response. Its
no wonder from the beauty of the
song-"Red Blood, white snow/he
knows frozen rivers won't flow/so
cold, so true/Mother Russia he
cries, for you."
Following this, she announced
how happy they were to be
wherever they were and began
"Really Nice ... " off of their newest
album, Novella. In a voice of dying
supplication she sang "And I call

throughout the storm, you do not
hear me/I call your name!" It was
clear to the audience!
John Tout took the audience into
the quiet chambers of a cloister
with his delicate keyboard work on
the next song "Turning Hard." It is
a tribute to any band playing before
a young crowd in a full house to be
able to play softly, and slowly at
times; Renaissance pulled it off
time after time.
That is the power of their music,
to be able to tone it down to almost
nothing, then build it back to a
crescendo of sound, then lower it
again, then add instrument age
after instrument, at just the right
time, until it seems the air wil! split
and the audience be transported
elsewhere.
Fog began rolling off the stage as
they went through the melodic,
haunting "Ocean Gypsy." "She is
touched, the ocean pours/Ocean
Gypsy, where are you? .. ./Ocean's
weep for her, the ocean's sad." At
the end of this fifth song the
concert was into its second hour,
and the audience was captivated. .
A love song, "Touching
Once ... " came next as the applause
died. With all eyes upon the scene
the band finished the song and left
the stage. . A standing ovation
brought the five back again for one
last song-a twenty-minute version
of "Ashes Are Burning."
Here each .musician demonstrated, his talent in solos.
Especially outstanding were the
bassist and the pianist. They both
created sounds no one could believe
came from musical instruments.
The lighting. crew showed they
could shine as well when they let
loose an orbiting, reflecting prism
that had the whole hall and the
Northern Hemisphere whirling into
and out of the fairy-tale scene
behind the group. "Ashes
the way!", indeed!

XlT

From Ohio Plo.yers

The most absurd rumor since the
country went berserk in 1969
looking for clues on Beatles albums
to prove that Paul McCartney was
dead is that a four-man group
named Klaatu is actually the fab
four secretly reunited to record
again. Rolling Stone Magazine
dispels this rampant rumor in its
latest issue.
Klaatu' s
albu'm
received
generally favorable reviews and
many critics said that it sounds
something like the Beatles of the
Sgt. Pepper era, The musicians
have not been revealed to the
public, nor do their names appear
on the album cover.
Klaatu's manager says the group
wants to maintain a low profile and
be known solely for their music. He
told Rolling Stone: "The Beatles
thing was not in our conscious
minds when we recorded the album.
They are not the Beatles."
Steeleye Span membets Peter
Knight and Bob Johnson placed a
want ad in a London P&per for 125
midgets recently. Only about 60
showed up, and Steeleye Span
found itself short of elves for a
theatrical production titled "King
ofElfland's Daughter."
Rolling Stone reports that
producer Tony Secunda was
stopping midgets on the street to
ask if they would care to appear in
the show. However, the direct
approach was not met with great
success.

TV

From Ohio Plo.yers

7:00-Ch. 7: Easter Bunny is
Comin' to Town.
7:30-Ch. 4: In Search Of. ..
(Communicating with a ghost.)
8:00-Ch.
13:
Movie
("Something for Joey," a football star and his leukemiastricken brother.)
9:00-Ch. 5: Great Performances
(Five· Chester
Mystery Plays.)
9:00-Ch. 7: Barbara Walters
.Special (Liz Taylor, Shah of
Iran, and Barbara Jordan interviewed.)
11:00-Ch. 5: Anyone for
Tennyson (Bronte Sisters.)
11:30-Ch. 13: Movie ("The
Thousand·l>lane Raid-'')

COPIES

AI Stewart has been named a
compagnon de bordeaux for his
promotion of Borde-aux wine.
Stewart said He's a "trainee
alcoholic."
Tom Verlaine, lyricist/ guitarist
and vocalist with Television told
RollingStone recently that the band
doesn't represent New York or
anything else specifically, Verlaine
said, "We're certainly not punks
though we've been associated with
that movement in the press."
Bob Dylan was seen arriving at
the Roxy Theatre in Los Angeles,
hand-in-hand with singer L<~inie
Kazan. They were attending a
concert by Ronee Blakley and
Andrew Gold. The two-some
shared a table with David Blue,
Sally Kirkland and Robert Deniro.
Afterward, Dylan was unusually
cooperative with photographers,
asking them how much they· expected to make on their pictures.
When photographers asked Dylan
whether they should send the
photos to his birdview mansion in
Malibu, he said he didn't live there
ahymore.
When the Tubes released a
satirical tune titled "Proud To Be
An American," little did they
suspect the song would receive
serious airplay on country and
western stations. Less did they
suspect they'd win an award for
number-one countryband. And,
least did they suspect that the award
would save them from going to jail.
The Tubes were stopped by a
policeman while driving to their
hotel from a concert. Lead vocalist
Fee Waybill explains that the band
was terrified because they were
loaded down with drugs, and drunk
besides. Waybill told the officer,
"You got the wrong idea. We're the
number-one country band of
1976."

SUB Theatre
Film Guide
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By Miguel GMndcrt
q
With another Wednesday comes the weekly ASUNM SUB Theatre film I""'
preview. Hope there is a film for all of you this week and l hope to see you
at the theatre.
.0

g.

.5'

On Wednesday night the SUB Theatre will sponser a second evening of
films with British director Peter Watkins. Watkins will show his recent film ~
based on the life of the painter and printmaker Edvard Munch. The film .0\
was made using Norwegian, Swedish, German and French amateur actors, :;;
all speaking their native langauges. ln addition, Watkins privides a ::::J
narratio[! based on Munch's letters and journals. The sound and color in
this film are said to be quite innovative. This is not only a good chance to
see a good film but a chance to see and question the director of this film,
Because of the length of the program there will be only one showing at
7:30.
On Thursday night the SUB Theatre will show Malcom X. James Earl
Jones narrates this documentary film based on the life of one of America's
most controversial Black Leaders. This documentary film is loaded with
plenty of rare footage and it took more than five years to assemble.
Showings on this film will be at the regular times of7 and 9:15 p.m.
On Friday night the SUB Theatre will show Come .Fill the Cup. Gordon
Douglas directs film's greatest tough guy, James Cagney in this newspaper
drama. Cagney plays Lew March a man who makes a number of mistakes
just as most of us do. Then Lew makes a big one, the kind that writes you
off, destroys your career. This is the story of a man who fights his way
back, a fight which because of its importance is the hardest kind there is.
Ibis film will be shown at the regular times at 7 and 9:15.
Rounding out the week on Saturday is Camelot. Richard Harris,
Vanessa Redgrave and Franco Nero star in the Lerner and Lowe musical
based on the novel, The Once and Future King. Joshua Logan directs this
spectacular film which brings to life the mythic~! and wonderful Camelot,
its glory and eventual down fal!, Because of the legnth of this film
showings will be at 7 and 10 p.m.

l
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Also I have. been asked to tell all handicapped students that !here is now
wheelchair access to the theatre so that any student who wants can see the
films.Also, as always, films in the SUB Theatre are just a dollar.
Happy viewing.
The New

Lucky's Pizza

· $1.00 off any large
or medium Pizza or
Lasagna purchase
DlEmJ pre$ent this coupon

Mak•ro <>f Hand Mad•
Indian l•w•lry

4513 Central NE,.256·99S:S

OLDTOWN

Popejoy Hall, UNM
Proudly Presents
The Southwestern Premiere of
George Balarichine's
.·

filmed version ·of
his brilliant ballet
..

A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT'S DRE:AM
-.
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The Earth® brand
sandal is unique. The
patented design will
help guide you to walk,
smoothly, easily, and.
more comfortably than
you ever
believed

265-3435

Earth
Sh()e
Coronado
Center
293·6530

--re.

Suzanne Farrell, Edward Villella; Arthur Mitchell,
Mimi Paul, Nicholas Magallanes, P.atricia McBride,
Roland Vazquez, Francisco Moncion, Gloria Govrin,
Richard Rapp, Jacques d'Amboise, Allegra Kent

GSA Cand,idacy
Applications

Gift Certificates Available.

TAO

POSTAL~'

INSTANT
PRESS
2818 Central S.E.

possible.
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based on the play by William Shakespeare
·
Music by Felix Mendelssohn
In Panavision- Full Color
Cast of 100 Featuring

•
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Applications
For GSA President
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l i,lbutterfielil
\ YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE
jercelers(-fjJ
~I'

IN CARDINAL PLAZA
2411 SAN PEDRO NE

wi II Be Accepted
From April 4-11
in Room 209 in The SUB

.

And The New York City Ballet Company
April7,8,9,10- 7:30p.m.
April 9, 10 Matinees - 2:00 p.m.
Tickets - Adults $3° 0
.
Fac/Staff, All Students,
Children, Sr. Cits. $1 50
Tickets Available At Popejoy·Hall and
All Ticketmaster Outlets.
__.,...
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Baseballers· Split Doubleheader With Hi hlands

Harriers Win 2 at Texas Relays

By Peter Maddd
;>,
Competing
in the first leg of the
:;:l
«!
outdoor track Triple Crown at the
Ci Texas R.elays, the UNM track team
0
u
'>( broke two Lobo track records and
Q)
captured first place in two events
::E enroute to a sucessful campaign at
~
Austin, Texas this weekend,
.Lobo senior Lionel Ortega
:lO•
started things. off for the
Q)
bJl
LobosThursday
on the right foot by
«!
'J..,
capturing the 10,000 meter run in a
time of 29:08. The next day, Ortega
placed fifth in the 5000-metcr run
with freshman teammate Peter
Butler in sixth-place.
UNM Coach Bill Silberberg said,
·"The performances were a
•' tremendous double for Lionel.''
Friday morning . the UNM
medley-relay team had the second
fastest time of the qualifying heats
but
· freshman
,[eremiah
....!

;"

.z
'

CONTACT LENS
WEARERS
Save on your hard and soft lens supplies.
Send 13c stamp for price list. Contact Lens
Supply Ce11ter, 3-41 E, Camelback, Arizona
65012.

BUV1
GET1

Ongwaecramped-up handing his
baton to senior Mike Solomon and
the Lobos didn't run in the finals
that night. ·
"We could have run it,"
Silverberg said, "Jeremiah will be
out for three weeks just resting his
leg."
Saturday morning in the
steeplechase, Lobo freshman
Harrison Koroso broke tpe UNM
record with a second-place finish in
a time of 8:33,2. Koroso also
bettered the Texas Relay's record of
8:44. Canadian Henry Marsh of
Brigham Young won the event in a
blazing time of8:28.
The next Lobo track record to
fall that same day came in the twomile relay. Freshman Mark Romero
of Albuquerque Valley High School
was substituted for the injured
Ongwae. By putting Romero in the
two-mile, Silverberg had to scratch
the fol!r-mile r!)lay team or
Ortega,Butler, Romero ·and Jay
Quade.
Romero was lead-off man for the
Lobos. Romero ran a split of 1:54.
Next for the Lobos was Charles
Dramiga with . a time of I :52.2,
Solomon with a clocking of I :47 .9,
and Kenyan Sammy Kipkurgat
anchored the four-man team with a
split of I :47 .3. The winning time
for the Lobos was 7:22, two

FREE

Monday- Saturday
7,;30- 8:30

Boogie To:

Fine Line
UNCLE NASTY'S

seconds from breaking the Relay
record of 7:20.
Silverberg said, "The Western
Athletic Conference teams did a
super job in the meet. They won
almost all of the sprint events."
As far as how *e Lobos did,
Silverberg said, "I was very pleased
With our performance. We're
showing good performances early
in the season. With Jeremiah
healthy, we're going to break that
record in the two-mile relay. The
kids were outstanding. They really
came through."
The Lobos have one week to
train before they host the Lobo
Invitational Saturday night at the
UNM stadium. Key track clubs
from across the nation will be '
competing, including several gold
medalists from the summer
Harrison Koroso broke the UNM record in the steeple·
Olympics.
chase by 11 seconr/s.

Women Netters Finish
Last in .Conference Piay

By David Belling
The Lobos pounded New Mexico
Highlands in the first game out the
Cowbo_Ys cam.e back to down .the
Lobosmthemghtcapyesterdayma
doubleheader at Lobo Field.
.
I f 1rst
UNM won t1e
game 9-2 as
Lobo pitchers limited the Cowboys
to five hits. In the second game
Highlands won 5-2 as the Lobos
could only manage three hits
against pitcher Frank McShea.
In the first game the Lobos
scored in every inning but the fifth.
They had two each in the first four
innings and one in the sixth.
With one out in the bottom of the
first' Lobo shortstop Kyle Rutledge
got the Lobos off to a good start as
he powered a home run over the left
field fence. It was his third homer
of the season. The Lobos scored
one more run in the first when Mike
Delmonico and Randy Rima
walked and catcher Bob Bartell
. singled to score Delmonico.
In the second the Lobos went
ahead 4-0 as they scored two runs
on only one hit. Designated hitter
Ken Williams walked, stole second
and went to third on a single by
Aaron Cain. Cain then stole
second. Cain and Williams later
scored when the Highlands pitcher
made two wild pitches.
'I:he Lobos picked up two more
runs in the third when Bartell
hammered a pitch over the left field
fence for a two-run homer. It was
his second four-bagger of the
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Lobo Kyle Rutledge steals third.
season. This put the Lobos ahead 60.
Cain had three hits in the game,
while Rutledge and Bartell each
chalked up two hits.
Mat Mahaffey (5-2) got the
victory in relief of starter David

Ruybalid. Ruybalid gave up one
run on two hits in four innings.
In the second game the Lobos
took the lead 1-0 in the first inning
when Rutledge singled, stole second
and third and scored on an arror by
the Highlands shortstop on Steve

The race to first base is on. It was won by Lobo pitcher
Rick Connell.
Muccio's grounder.
After that it was downhill for
UNM. The Cowboys scored once in
the second and added four more in
the third to take a 5-1 lead. The big
blow in the third was a two-run
homer by shortstop David Del

Toro.
Rick Connell (3-2), who no-hit
the Cowboys earlier this season,
took the loss for UNM.
The Lobos are now 25-9 and
Highlands is 6-J 8.

The UNM football team will hold
its first game-type scrimmage of the
season tonight at about 7:30p.m. in
University Stadium.

Guard Greg Jones, a junior
college transfer student, suffered a
knee injury last week and will miss
the rest of spring practice.

Receivers Keith
snares a pass.

Ellis

U. Seeks Broadcast Bids

Women Tracksters Take Second
But Trail Arizona By Wide SRread

Harbert and Meg Born.
UNM Coach Larry Lindsay said
that the only problems UNM seems
to be having, is with the formation
of doubles teams.
"Our doubles are mixed up right
now. We are having trouble coming
up with compatible players for
doubles teams," said Lindsay.
Lindsay said that the problem
should be corrected soon and that
the team is looking great this
season.

M.Kushn~r

He said that everyone "is playing
real well" and that the UNM squad
place second in a field of nine at the
Bing Crosby Invitational held last
month in Guadalajara, Mex.
The UNM female netters are in
sixth place in conference play but
Lindsay is optimistic regarding the
finals.
"It's, too early to tell," said
Lindsay, "But we have a go.od
chance."
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Mondt said the players are
"responding real well" to the four
new coaches on his staff.

Linda Kopriva serves to an opponent.
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Tonight the Lobos will scrimmage for about an hour.

Players representing UNM in last
• weekend's match were Therese·
Sullivan, Monica Mac Vicar, Mindy
Sherwood, Linda Kopriva, Helen
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With seven of the 20 allowable
spring practices gone, UNM Head
Football Coach Bill Mondt said
practice "has gone real well." He
said the team is working hard and
they are getting a lot taught to the
players.
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by Marty Zimberoff
The UNM women's tennis teani,
having been plagued by rain and
injuries fell to last place in the .
Western Athletic Conference's
opening conference match of the
spring season at Tempe, Ariz., last
weekend.
In first-round action the UNM
netters defeated the University of
Northern Colorado 7-2. The UNM
squad defaulted to Colorado State
University during the second round
when Lobo Helen Harbert sprained
her ankle. CSU took the match 7-2.
Although the UNM fuzzballers
were soundly defeated by Brigham
Young University 8-1, UNM's Meg
Born was the only Lobo netter to
win a match against BYU. Born
was a stand-in for UNM's Leslie
Holmquist who was unable to make
the trip because of strep-throat.
The UNM female netters were
faced with another defeat as the
University of Utah dealt still
another blow to the UNM squad, 7-
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OfferGood ~
Thru Apri I i 0 §

10°/o· Off on all supplies
to UNM students with ID's
Algae Eaters •.•• , ••• : ••.•...•• , •. 311 00

Gold Dogo • , .•.•• , , ..•. , • , •••.•.•• 22•
Zabras ..•••.•.••••••••..•••••••• 311oo

Tiger !Jarbs •••••••• , • ••••••••.•••• 39•
Glow Lights ••.•.••• , •.•.•• , •••.•• 39~

Jumbo Necns,, , , •• , , , , • , , • , , , , , • 3f1oo
Cobra Guppies~., , , ••• , ••• , , ••• 99•/pr.

BlackMollles •.••••••••..••.•••••• 3/1°0

Rog,Oojo .••••..••• ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,79o

Angols •••••. ~ •••••••••••••..•.•.•• s9•
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In its first test of power, the
UNM women's track team came
out second best in a field of four at
Tempe, Arizona last Saturday.
Home team Arizona State took
first with 186 points UNM had
140 Utah State had 119 and
Ari~ona had 80.
'
Most impressive for UNM were
the 800-meter runners as Cindy
"Flash" Ash by took first in a time
of 2:13.2, with Susie Vigil running
second, Donna Argo placing third
and Nand Duhigg coming in fifth.
Ashby, Vigil, Argo and Duhigg
then got together to compete on the
Lobos mile-relay team and took
first in a time of 4:01.
UNM's 440-rclay team of
Lynette Guttierez, Karen Cunninghame, Cindy Hagg and Connie
Joseph finished 1.2 seconds behind
ASU, as UNM ran it in 49.7.
Billie Colbornc, Vigil, Hagg and
Guttiercz was the third of thcrclay
teams to do well as they look
second in the 880 with a time of
1:52.1, once again behind ASU,
who ran it in I:46.!.
The ASU women urc cofavorites, along wHh Colorado
State to win the conference title.

Anita Marsland, with not one of
her better jumps, took second with
her leap of 5-2.
ASU's Celeste Wilkenson won
the high jump at 5-4 and also won
first in the javelin throw.
Lucille Jones picked up a secondplace finish in the 5000-meter run
with her 18:26 clocking.
Utah State's Jan Wipf took both
the 5000-meter and the 3000-meter
first-place honors.

When Debbie Davis threw the
discus 119 feet, it was her personal
best as well as the fifth best throw
ofthe meet.
Speedy Cindy Hagg placed
second in the 100-meter run.
Lisa Gibbs, long jumper and
member of UNM's five mile relay
team, did not go because of a
sprained ankle and long jumper
Dinie Norero did not go because of
a foot injury.
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Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568
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HAYAY SHALOM

Winner New York
Erotic Film Festival

~---------------~

1 3 combination

basketball games last season.
The games were telecast over
KNME-TV.

UNM is sending out letters of
invitation this week to Albuquerque
radio and television stations asking
for bids for the broadcast rights to
1977-78 Lobo basketball and
football games.
Last year KOB radio broadcast
Lobo football and basketball
games.
UNM rejected the top bid for
television broadcast rights to Lobo
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Bu~ritos & 3 Tacos
.
$199 I j T~E t.Ou.IPOftiAl.S
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"THE HUNGER STOP"
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\ 2608 Central SE (across from the University) I
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50c Off With This Ad
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MOST ACCLA!MEO'

MoST TALKED ABOUT'

~ MOSTENTERiAJN:NG'
~MOST P.OP...;LAR NEW
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Show Times
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Let the g<;>od s<>unds flow, wherever you
go ... at home or In your car. Start by
shopping LaBelle's this week for
unbeatable savings on six high
performance stereo receivers and two
superl:> sounding mobile tape decks

0
.....
OJ

b/)

01
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'

from Pioneer. Check the power and
features, compare the prices. When It
comes to good sound for your home
and wheels, smart shoppers know
LaBelle's has tl)e deals!

,'(

...

KP-500 ONDER-DASH CASSETTE
DECK/FM SOPERTONER
The sensational sounding KP-500
features separate balance, base, and
treble controls; end-of-tape automatic
reject Fast forwa!d, rewind, loudness,
plus manual reject button. Supertuner ·
offers FM muting, automatic noise-cut
filter, plus local/ distance switches for
clean FM reception.

$

LaBelle's Price:

}

TP-900 ONDER-DASH 8-TRACK
TAPE DECK/FM SOPJ;:RTQNER
The TP-900 is 8-tracking at its best!
Features separate balance, bass, and
treble controls; last forwa!d, program
repeat loudness contour switches.
Supertuner has FM muting, automatic
noise-cut filter, plus distance switch for
exceptional F/~ reception.

KP-500

00
5
0

$}0900

LaBelle's Price:

·~~~c3iji§~~~~~!

$179°0

SX-550 AM/FM RECEIVER
LaBelle's Price:

SX-750 AM/FM RECEIVER
LaBelle's Price:

ii ~,-~j =r~· ,fj :el"~ t§-=ii" =~ .i
SX-850 AM/FM RECEIVER
LaBelle's Price:

$399°0

SX-950 AM/FM RECEIVER
LaBelle's Price:

~-=ill ~~ -\!
SX-1050 AM/FM RECEIVER
LaBelle's Price:

SX-1250 AM/FM RECEIVER
LaBelle's Price:

$499.00

$599.00

PIONEER POWER/FEATURE COMPARISON CHART
Loudness
Tone
MPX FM Multi- 20 dB
Max. Tape Monitor Speaker
Model
Watts
Path
Muting
Number Per Chan.* THO' FM Muting Capability Fdters Controls Filter

....

SX-550

20

.3%

X

2 PR

SX-750

50

.1%

X

2 PR

Hi

X
2-Step

X

SX-850

65

.1%

X

2 PR

HI/Lo

SX-950

85

.1%

X

3 PR

Hi/Lo

Turnover
2 Twin

X

X

2 Twin

X

X

SX-1050

120

.1%

X

3 PR

30Hz/
8KHz·

SX-1250

160

.1%

X

3 PR

30Hz/
8KHz

Turnover

2-Step

X

*Wattage shown is minimum RMS per channel at 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000
Hz with no more THD than indicated.

-,

Your best
buy is

WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
crippled widow of Eddie Slavik, the
only U.S. serviceman to be
executed for desertion since the
Civil War, met with a White House
aide Tuesday after initially being
turned away at the gates.
Her first attempt to see President
Carter and plead for a reconsideration of her husband's case
ended in her being turned away by a
guard. But several hours later,
Antionette Slavik was invited to
speak with William Gulley, the
White House military liaison, in the
East Wing.
She met with him for nearly 45
minutes.
·
Mrs. Slavik, 62, resides in a
Detroit nursing home and says she
lives on $25 a month that comes
from social security. She was
pleased to eventually meet with
someone, but reserved about her
long-range chances.
"It has taken 32 years and I still
haven't gotten anywhere," she said
after the meeting. "If they wait
another 32 years I won't be
around ... and their problem will,go
away."
With a steady rain falling, her
initial attempt to see President
Carter ended with her being told no
one wasprepared to speak with her.
Her face was drawn and pale as
she looked up from her wheel chair
after a bus ride that began at 9
P.M. Monday in Detroit and ended
in Washington at 12:30 Tuesday
afternoon.
On Jan. 31, 1945, Eddie D.
Slavik, a teen-aged private, was
executed before a firing squed in
France for desertion. He admitted
twice having fled combat because
he was afraid.
His widow _is appealing the case
and spokesman Tuesday said the
lengthy process is still under review
with no immediate end in sight.
Mrs. Slavik has two reasons for
the appeal, one personal and one
practical. "His name shoulc:l be
cleared," she said. The more
practical side of it "is I can't afford
to go on thisway," citing her
limi_ted funds.
If the decision is reversed, Mrs.
Slavik would be eligible for $68,000
in insurance benefits.

U. Students Win
Home Ec Honors
A UNM home economics student
is the winner of the New Mexico
Home Economics Association's
1977 Young Home Economist
award and four other UNM
students were elected to offices of
the group's student member section
at a recent state convention.
Georgann Seibert, a UNM
senior, received the award in
recognition of her achievements in
home economics. She is the immediate past chairperson of the
student section.
Elected to student member
section offices at the organization's
Las Cruces convention were Rita
Bustamante, 1977·78 chairperson;
Paulette Gerke, planning chairperson;
Elizabeth
Gurule,
secretary; and Lynn Suknoi, bylaws
chairperson.
·
All five students are residents of
Albuquerque.

ALBOQOERQOE
4920 Menual Blvd.
505/265-3653

Weekdays: 10 am-9 pm
Saturday: 10 al)l-6 pm
Sunday:Noon-6pm

Catalog Showrooms,·

CIQssifieds
Rates: 15 cents pet word per day, one dollar mlnlinum.
vertlsements tun five or more consecutive dc.ys with no Ch·anges,JJ
nine cents per word per day (no refunds If cc.ncelled before five
se"lons). Clc.sslfled advertlse111ents must be paid In c.dvc.nce.
ffic.rron Hall Room 105 or by mall to: Clc.sslfled Advertising, UNffi
Box 20, Albuquerque, Nffi 87131.

Personals

TYPING: M.A. ENGLISH. Selectric, on·campus.
296-8564, 4/29
FOR EXPERIENCED TYPIST: Prqofing, editing,
CONTACTS?'l CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255legal, medical, m_anuscripts, general. 266-4770. 4/8
8736. tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, l.D. photos. Lowest SERVE in the Peace Corps! Call277-590J after 3:30
prices in town, Fast, pleasing. Call265-2444 or come P.M. 4/29
to J717 Girard Blvd. NE, tfn
GARDEN ROTO-TILLING: quality work:,
A LIMITED number of back issues of the LOBO are reasonni;lle, Cali873..Q257. 4/12
available for 10 cents a copy in room 131, Marron WE CAN RAISE your grades by at least one full
Hall. TFN
point. Editing, criticism, advice on -academic and
, creative work. Englfsh tutoring. The Hand of
NONSMOKERS CLUB! 897-0131, 4/6
Experience, 266-3679, evenings. 4/12
ENGINEERING JUNIORS INTERESTED In $500 a
month during their senior year call Gene Henderson EXPERT TYPING, 266-4567. 4/12
at 766-2335 or write Navy Nuclear Power Programs
Officer, P.O. Box 8667, Albuquerque, New Mexico
87108. 4/21
TEACHER BACK to UNM for retenincatlon, Will NEW SHIPMENT of 150 Bertin bicycles-plus,
many French accessories. Some used bicycles. R.C.
watch nice home this summer. Call Belinda, 864Hallett's, 843-9378, tfn
7236; office, 864-7460. 4/6
fiNEST SELECfiON of handmade wedding sets.
AGORA: UNM'sstudent crisis center. Open 24 hrs.,
Charlie Romero, 2945 Wyoming NE, 293277-3013. 4/8
6901. 4/29
LESLIE M. SILKO's first novel, CEREMONY, now
WATERBEDS: WATER TRIPS, 3407 Central N.E.
in stock, UNM Bookstore. 4/8
Catering to student needs since 1971. Inexpensive
COMING, next week, UNM Bookstore annual spring furniture. Student special: complete waterbed system,
sale! Don't miss out! 4/8
$19.95. 4/29
FLYING TO SAN FRANCISCO around AprillSth?
1969 YW SQUAREBACK: automatic transmission,
Are you willing to accompany 2. well-behaved 2Smpg, fuel injection, rebuilt engine. $57S:.OO or best
children, aged 4 and 51 If so, please call 843·6071
offer. 241-5901. 4/6
evenings, ask for Jeremy or Maria. 4/1 I
MOVING, MUST SELL: 1976 Datsun pickup; inALCOHOL STUDY Students 21 and over only.
cludes snow chains, mirrors. 1974 200 CB Honda.
Obtain questionnaire in Psychology 182., 4/11
255-2083. 4/6
SOUND IDEAS AND NIKKO want to make you a
SUPER 1968 AMBASSADOR: air power brakes &
star! Watch the Lobo for details. 4/11
steering, automatic. 5200.00, needs transmission.
DO YOU HAVE a legal question1 Leone! Ceniceros,
Caii294-Q310, evenings, 4/6
attorney, answers legal questions in his Wednesday DATSUN 280-Z: '76, low mileage, perfect conditlcm,
column In the Lobo, Send questions to the Lobo,
loaded. Ca11265-53SI. 4/6
UNM Box 2(), city, 87131 or drop them at the Lobo
1971 VW FASTBACK: one owner, guaranteed
newsroom. room 138, Marron Hall. 4/6
rebuilt engine, 51500.00. 247-8457, evenings. 4/6
NEWS FLASH-KAPPAS have the edge on Derby
1970 302 BOSS MUSTANO. Full race plus extras.
Days. 4/12.
881-3597. 4/6
ROGER DAVE HUNTER We .IQve you thank
REPOSSESSED SONY. Big screen, Trinitron color
you WWW-The KAPPAS 4/J2
TV. Take over payments of S9.00 monthly 'til
balance is paid off. 255-7534, 4/6
SINGER MACHINE. Sewing machine:. not claimed.
LOST: MEN'S BILLFOLD, Johnson Oym area. Equipped to buttonhole, zig-zag, Pay 519.00 & take
Contains 3 important licenses. Please drop in machine. 255· 7534. 4/6
REPOSSESSED KIRBY vacuum cleaner. New
mall. 4/12
S2SO.OO REWARD for return of watch and ring. Lost warranty, 1977 model. Takeover payments orS7.37 a
in Johnson Gym, April 4, 255-8567. No questions month. 255-7534. 4/6
S-TRACK AM·FM STEREO with speakers& full sltc
asked. 4/12
PLEASE: WHOEVER TOOK or found an orange turntable. $99.00, easy terms, 255·7535. 4/6
Camptrail.s Daypack: in the Bookstore, Monday, SANSUJ RECEIVER, Direct Drive turntable &
please return my notes to room 131, Marron Hall. No Jensen speakers. 59.47 a month. 255-7534. 4/6
questionsasked. 4/12.
SPRING SALE: blouses, $3.50: shirts, SS.OO; jeans,
I
2318
only $6.95: at California Fashion

For Sale

Lost & Found

Services

DUE TO DIVORCE: Kirby vacuum cleaner. New

warranty. 1971 model. TuJ:.:c ovc;:r payments of$7.37 a
month. 255-7535, 4/11
STEREO DEPARTMENT closing out. Alll977 new
stcroo ·equipment: XenwQO(f, Pioneer, Sans~ii

re<:eivcrs, 8-ttacks, casse1tes, C.B.'s, etc.; 40G?'t to
50~o off, while they lasl. 255-7534. 4/11
IN TIME FOR EASTER: purebrtdAlredale puppies,
AKC regis1ered-SJ2S.OO. Exccllenl w/chiidren,
watchdogs. Call Mrs. Murphy; 277..(i16S, ofnce; 2S672.30 at home, 4/13
COMPLETE RACQUETBALl. eQUIPMENT ot
discount prices, The Bike Shop, new location, 811
YaJeS.E. Call84_2--9100, 4111
FENDER STRA T,: perfect cpndition 1 5275.00 cash,

8n.Q642. 4/ll
HOUSE: nea{ Carlisle & Central. 2 B. R. with rentabl!: efficiency house in rear, two car garage, FHA or
conventional. Call Bill; 268-1191, 268-4041: artet
4:00p.m. 4/ll
FOR SALE: IBM electrictypewritcr.266-7S48. 4/6
1970 FORD XL: automatic transmission, air conditioning, disc brakes, roomy. Call 299·2825 after 3
p.m. 4112

For Rent
INCREDIBLE, and cnty.. J block from UNM. Large
i·bedroom apartment; dishwasher, disposal. &
carpe1ed. Pool & billiard room. Utdities paid~
monthly lease & large enough for two • .$220,00, Four
Seasons, 266-001 I. 4/11
COZY NEW EFFICIENCY UNITS available now!
Complde kitchens, Iavely furniture, utlHties paid by
landlord. For hassle-free Uving, tall Tom Terrill Real
Estate Co., :266-1997. 4n
WANTED: 2 responsible women to :share hou~ ~
block from UNM. 842-6123, Patrlse. 4n
FURNISHED STUDIO APT., $75.00/mo, Also
unfurnisllcd I bedroom, S95.00/mo. All utilities
paid, 613 2nd S.W. Call 869--3668 weekends & after 5
p.m. weekdays. 4/11
MEDICAL STUDENT NEEDS HOUSEMATE(S)to
share small3br. house near BCMC. 266-7310. 4114
HOUSE FOR RENT to UNM faculty. New 4 bdr••
carpt;ted~ ln' choice N.E. Hcighu·. Beautiful view,
ncar schools & shopping center. 5395.00/rno. 296-

19ll. 4/19
FEMALE WANTED to share large home in Heights
area. Call292·3947. 4/12

Employment
WORK FOR a belter world, Apply to the Peace
Cwps.Caii277-S907 after3:30P.M. 4129
PART TIME WORK: 40 openings, S400 a month.
Call294-2064, 1·3 p.m. only. 416
NEED !i PEOPLEPART-TlME: $400.00 per month.
Caii881-458S,lp.m.•.3p.m.only. 4/12

applicants from New Mexico. R,ccruiters wlll be in
rm. 231A, SUB on Thurs. Apr. 7, from to to S J).m.
and on Fri. Apr. 81 from 9 to 4 p.m. to spc"k with
interested students. .
Anyone .interested irt pa.Hicipating in Fiestas food
booths or art displays please contact Stephanie
Herrera or Cranger Ward by Apr. 13, nt 277~S020 or
883·7088.
MEChA meeting, elections will be discussed, Wed,
Apr. 6, at Chicano Studies, !Bl5 Romn NE.

CHEWS--will haven meeting to organize for Food
Day. Wed. Apr. 6 nt 3:30 in the Soc. illclg.

A change in the wording of the
PIRG referendum on the ASUNM
spring ballot may occur if the
ASUNM Senate approves a
revision of the referendum tonight
at its scheduled meeting.
The Senate plans to meet in the
north end of the SUB Ballroom at 7
p,m, today to consider several bills,
including the Internal Business Bill
about PIRG financing.
This bill would not change the
basic intent of the referendum,

UNITED Feature Syndicate

which wiJJ give students the choice
of financing or not fin~U~cing
PffiG.
However, reports Indicate this
revisional bill would allow Senate
to keep the $2 per student fee,
rather than reduce the student
activity fee $2 as some interpretations of the present
referendum have indicated.
In order for this bill to be passd,
the Senate must vote to handle the
bill as emergency legislation.
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Travel

LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare 'now. Call
Profcs.sional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 842.·
5200. tfn
BARRY'S ELECfRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
S.E. 1 265-0335, Color TV's, tape det:ks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alanns. IOliJt
discount for students with ID's. Quick service. Used
TV's for sale. 4/29
TYPINO, ISTQUALJT¥,883-7787. 4/6
TYPING, EDITING. Call Klm: 266-9037. 4/B
NEED SOMETHING TYPED7 Call Lynn, 2660760. 4/12
TYPEWRITER REPAIR SERVICE. Free pickup &
delivery, Free estimates. 883-9360; 881-652.5,
eves. 4/22
"'
GUITAR LESSONS from UNM guitar major. 2473574. 417
SEWING. Reasonable rates. Call Sandra, 8439667. 4/7
TYPING. Reasonable rates. 843-9667,292-1693 after
6 p.m. & weekends. 4/7
VOLVO MECHANIC. Good work guaranteed. 247·
9083. 4/8

DRIVERS FILE FR.EE1 Share e.~~:penses. Call
lntcrconti'nental Travel Centre: at Ride-line26S.9860,
or 296-5288. 4/8
CHARTER FLIGHTS (over 7~1))0), .Eura.il passes,
information andrides available at [ntereanlinental
Travel Centre, I 07 Girard Blvd., S.E. Suite 1., 2556830 or 296-5288. 4/8
00 PLACES with the Peace Corps. Call 217r5907
afte:r.3:.30 P.M. 4129

over payments of S8.7S monthly till balance is paid
ofr. 255-7535. 4/ll
NECCHI ZIG-ZAG: deluxe buttonholes, blind
stitches, embroiders without attachments. $40,00
casb or :S payments of$8.75. 255·7534.. 4/11
CHRISTMAS LAYAWAY: brand new color TV. big
screen. Assume payments, S7 .00 per montb. New 10yea.rguarantee, 2SS-153S. 4/11

The Graduate Studttlt Associatimi i1 now in a
permaru:nt orfice, nn. 209 of lhe St:B. Phone: 2TI·
3803. Please come by.
GSA Council meeting Wed•. night.. Rrn.. iJJD.
SUS. 7:30p.m. Al1 grad students we:come.

New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word per day, $1.00 minimum charne.
5 or more consecutive timesgc per word per day.
Terms: Cash ih advance.

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To:
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
_ _ times beginning
.
. , under the heading (circle <;>ne); 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Safe; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.
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NEED MONEY? Business of your ovm. can hdp.
Free training. 294-6863, 8-10 P.M. 4/8

designed; 2 JBL speakers, Mlracord changer, ex,
condition. $725.00.242-3288. 417
1970 AUTOMATIC VW BUO, good condition, Call
beforc3p.m., 883-7093. 4/7
10-SPD TAKARA BIKE, two months old, SJ25.()().
842-612.3, Julie. 417
RECONDITIONED PIANO. gaod condhian.
Moving-must sell. 842-9929or277·3721. 4/.8
1967 SJMCA: good body&. engjne, 26 mpg in city.
SS50.00 or best offer. 265-6261. 419
STEREO UNIT: Sony Super-Scope tape deek; Heatll
Kit receiver: 21arge KLH !pea}:ers. $200.00 complete,

.."'"'c.

ACROSS
traditions
'<
1 Add zest lo
42 Swelters
5 Limited ttme
Informal
c
period
43 Work unit
N
N
9 Broad piece 44 Cause to
;;
ol wood
(/)
cohere
0
1 4 Small group 45 Female
<
15 Trojan War
READER
SfA.C MI:TE 0.
rabbi!
hero
C UR T E N0 R
46 ''Chic" .....
16 Reticent
H I T S M A~- P A L A C E
~mer
1 7 Undersized
E D I T AB0 UT F AC r 0
humorist
animal
A L 0 E MO N T E ME N 0
48 "Sing :,au
18 Guido----:
....
r EN 0 0 R 0 E R A5 TA
It pamter
52 Meetmgs
6 EVICt
33 God ollove
19 Rajah's wife 56 Large
7 Exclaim
34 N. A mer
20 Presidential
vessel
with
reptile: 2
nickname
57 Harangue
words
violence
21 North of
58 Mob
35 Spanish
8 11th
Canada:2
violence
region
cenlury
words
date.
59·-·· earner;
36 Frequently
23Low
BreadRoman
38 More cunprotective
winner
9 Dead Sea
ning
raihng
60 Ina
42 The "S" of
25 Away from
10 Set
compacl
"S A.R"
I he wind
mass
11 Ltndbergh. 44 Ex loris
26 Garden plot 61 4.840 sq.
2 words
money from
27 Remove
vds.
12 Cruising
45 Calone
waler 10 a · 62 Principle
13 Numerical
watcher
way
63 Unique
sut11x
47ln
I he rear
'
29 Implement
things
21 D1d the
48 A debt
decisions
64 Eye slyly
same
49 Escape by
32 Dtd some
65 BacleJium 22 Muslim offidece1t
gardenmg
cials
50 Violenl per·
35 ····lease
DOWN 24 lnsligates
son
36 Stare at
27 Growth of
51 Power
amorously
1 Long narrow
hair
52 1970
37Failto
strip
28 Sweelen the
Broadway
include
2 W.lndJCS
killy
hit
38 Chairs, e.g
island
30 Nail
53 Algerian
39 Of zero
3 Hit in
seaport
31 Asian holi·
curvature
baseball
day
54 Epochal
40 Monsieur:
4 Infant
55 Appealing
seasons
Abbr
5 ------and
32 Vatican Ctty 59 Kind

fl)lscellaneous

There will be a rally ori the mall Wed. In support of
natfonal actions in soltdarity with US·South Africa
struggle again5t racism,
UNM School of Medicine is looking for minority
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Senate To Consider Bills
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NMPIRG Board Elections
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The New Mexico Public Interest Research Group will be
holding its student Board of Directors election on April 2'0. The
student Board is responsible for making decisions on projects,
staff and money matters, as well as keeping PIRG a responsive
and ;esponsible organization. This requires energy and time, so'
please keep that in mind if you are thinking of running. All fulltime students are eligible. Candidate statement forms may be
picked up at a PIRG table in the SUB, ,or at 107 Cornell SE, or call
277-2757. All candidate statements MUST be turned in to the
PIRG office by Aprll13.

Solar Power For Tenants
A solar energy handbook for
tenants will be available in May.
Low-cost, portable solar appartus
will be explained to the tenant who
wants to save money on his utility
bills. Students in a solar energy
class are writing the booklet. PIRG
is providing funding and technical
assistance for the publications of
the handbook.
On May 7,8 the handbook will be
available at a· Solar Fair, sponsored by the School of Architecture and Planning. The fair
will have on display the devices explained in the handbook and many
· other simple, low-cost solar apparatus for the homeowner or
tenant. PIRG will have a table at
the fair and will show a movie on

solar energy the week of the fair.
On another energy topic PIRG is
busy teaching a class at UNM
about nuclear power. An introduction to nuclear eqergy; how
it works, radiation health effects,
environmental hazards and the
s'ocial effects are explained by·
PIRG's scientist, Jim_ Feeney.
Guest speakers have included
Ricahrd Blubaugh, Environmental
Improvement Agency, Dr. Charles
Hyder, physicist, and· Bob Jefferson, Sandia Labs. Students are
welcome to sit in on any future
classes. Call the PIRG office for
topic and time. Next fall Mr.
Feeney will teach a class on solar
energy. -

E'(PERIMENTAL SOLAR CLOTHe'~ bP.~ E R IN O'PERAT 10 ~
.
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Women Employees At The· U
At the request of Tas.hia Young,
New Mexico Commission on the
Status of Women, NMPIRG filed a
Freedom of Information Request
to the Department of Labor. The
purpose of the request was to get
the details of a conciliation
agreement the Department of
Labor and the University of New
Mexico.
The agreement, which covered
the period from November 1, 1972

.i "".

(505) 277-2757
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Editorial
'An r;ditorial view.
all. The giggling you hear in the
In recent articles, the just conbackground is the industry execs
cluded 60 day legislative session
laughing all the way to the bank at
has been described as a mixed
the fast. one they pulled· on New
bag. Perhaps this is true, but it cerMexico.
tainly was not an equally mixed
Probably no one thought~ the
one.
severance tax and resource excise
Environmental· groups, low -in·
tax would really be raised from 1%
come persons, and students
to 23%, but one at least hoped that
should be and probably are thank·
with· all the big guns pushing all
ful that they were not worked over,· · that campaign rhetoric around we
and for the most. part were felt
would realize something other
alone.
than the modest increases which
The state government will be
were passed. The state waited in
slightly richer because of invain tor those w._ho had led the call
creased taxes on uranium and
'for increased taxes before the
coal. Some state employees are
session 15egan to take up the fight
once everyone was together.
going to be richer because of re· ·
NMPIRG is happy that we were
organization, but it is doubtful that
able to help in the effort to get the
many will be out of jobs any time
soon.
·
taxes raised as much as they were,
and that at least some of the tax
Big industry however, is the
relief voted will be meaningful. We
group that should be the happiest.
hope that with this groundwork
At the beginning of the session
some real progress will occur in
they were the group with the most
the next couple of years.
to lose, and at the end of the
session, they had lost little, if at

Cheapest Food In Town
NMPIRG has conducted two surveys of grocery stores in the
ALbuquerque area. The first survey
i nyolved seven stores, and the
s'econd one, just completed, nine.
Those stores which are inc,luded
in the survey are: The Bag and
Save on Mcleod; Foodway at Yale
and Coal; Foodway on Carlisle NE;
Piggley Wiggley's on Candelaria
NE, Juan Tabo NE, and Lomas NE;
Safeways in Old Town and on
Lomas N E, and the Globe market
on Lomas NE.
The surveys are done by students and other volunteers, who have
a list of about 44 items to check
the price of and report back for
tabulation. The prices are checked
both for the store as a whole, and
by categories.

STORE STANDINGS BY WEEK:
First Survey
Bag and· Save·
Foodway (Yale) ........ plus 3.5%
Safeway (Old Town) .... plus 4.2%
Safeway (Lomas) ...... plus 5.2%
Pig (Candelaria ........ plus 7.4%
Pig (Juan Tabo) ........ plus 8.0%
Pig (Carlisle ......~ ..... plus 8.6%
Second Survey
Bag and Save
.
· Safeway (Old Town) .... plus 1.7%
Safeway (Lomas) ...... plus 3.1%
Globe Market ......... plus 3.2%
Foodway (Carlisle) ..... plus 8.5%
Foodway 1Yale) ........ plus 8.6%
Pig (Lomas} .......... plus 10.3%
Pig (Juan Tabo) ....... plus 10.4%
Pig (Candelaria) ...... plus 10.9%
In both surveys completed thus
far, the Bag and Save has been the
lowest priced store, though the
Safeway in Old Town has closed
the gap somewhat. We hope that
by doing these surveys regularly,
and distributing the results, we will
possibly bring down the costs, so
that the wide differences will not
be present.
All that prevents PI RG from adding more stores to the survey is a
lack of persons to carry ttl em out.

through July 1, 1975, concerned
back pay which would be paid ap·
proximately 70 women who had
complained of being paid less than
men doing similar work. ·
The .details of the report, which
were given to the Ul)iversity Equal
Employment Officers, showed that
the University has agreed to pay
some $99,409.49 in back wages for
the alleged violations of the Equal
Pay act

PIRG In The Santa Fe Forest
ORV
PI RG has stepped in to prevent
the destruction of the -Santa Fe
National Forest by indiscriminate
use of off-road vehicles (motorbikes, snowmobiles, etc.). PIRG
has filed· legal action along with
the Sierra Club to prevent the U.S.
Forest Service from opening up
rr1ore that a ·million acres of the
Jemez Mountains to any and all
types of off-road vehicle (ORV) use.
ORVs can have devasting impacts

on soil, terrain and wildlife is not
carefully controlled.
The Forest Service has been in·
structed in 1974 by Executive Or-·
der to develop regulations that
specified areas and trails on public
lands on which the use of ORVs
may be al!owed or prohibited.
Rather than do a quantitative
analysis on the wilderness areas
to determine the possible impacts
·of ORVs, as the Executive Order

•

madated, the Forest Service
opened up 1,195,833 acres of the
Santa Fe National Forest, 75% of
the total area.
PIRG feels the Forest Service
has violated procedural and sub-

stantive provisions of the 1974
Executive Order. We have filed suit
to force ·the Forest Setvice into
carefully evaluating National
Forest land before opening it up to
·
ORV;use.
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